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See the Energy The Market Moves When Genscape Publishes its Numbers

Genscape captures market 

fundamentals using thousands  

of patented monitors strategically 

deployed worldwide.
 

This vast proprietary network –  

over a decade in the making – delivers 

first-mover advantage to our clients.  
 

Part of DMGT’s (LSE: DMGT) $2.2 

billion portfolio of market-leading 

information companies, Genscape 

thrives on increasing transparency  

in global energy markets.

“It’s helpful in framing my commodity outlook 

and analysis; very user-friendly and the service is 

extremely responsive.” 

An Analyst Based  
In New York City

“We have been working with Genscape since 

2009 and their power monitoring data has always 

been very useful.”

Power Trader
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PRODUCT INDEX

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

POWER

Power RT Real-time Power Plant Output Status & Alerts (USA & Europe)
Real-time, Daily, Weekly,  
Monthly, Quarterly

Frequency Events (Power RT Add-on) Tracks and pinpoints grid disturbances, sends alerts Real-time

Infrared Plant Coverage (Power RT Add-on)
Real-time power plant output & plant images in urban/congested areas 
(USA & Europe)

Real-time

Transmission RT Real-time monitored power flows on over 1,500 transmission lines. Real-time, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly

Power RT Datafeed
Real-time power plant output delivered as on-demand or in real-time  
(USA & Europe)

Real-time

Transmission Datafeed
Provides unprecedented visibility into real-time power flows  
& congestion risks

Real-time

PowerBuyer Reduce cost & risk of power purchases for retailers, utilities & industrials Daily

Power IQ
Identifies new trading & asset optimization opportunities in the financial 
swap, virtual & congestion markets.

Daily, throughout

WindCast IQ (WSI) Delivers seven-day hourly wind generation forecasts at ISO, farm & nodal levels 4 times per day

Month-Ahead Outlook
Highlights trading opportunities in the FTR & prompt month markets; 
released 5 days prior to monthly FTR auction

Monthly

Country Reports Aggregated data by country, plant & fuel type (Europe only) Hourly

OIl 

North American Oil Storage Cushing, Patoka, Basin, Midland, Edmonton, Hardisty & Kerrobert Cushing - Bi-Weekly, all others - Weekly

US Crude Oil Production Report
Provides unique insight into crude oil production in the USA ; examines  
4 different API gravity distinctions for Williston-Bakken, Utica, Eagle Ford, 
Permian & Niobrara.

Every 6-weeks

European Gasoil Storage ARA Weekly

Mid-Continent Pipeline Flows (PADD II) Includes flow data, history, capacity, flow changes & intelligence reports Every 1/2 Hour - Real-time, Daily, Weekly

Bakken Oil Service
Measures flow rates on all North Dakota production lines, tracks rail cargo 
in North Dakota, Oklahoma & Louisiana

Every 1/2 Hour - Real-time,  
Daily, Weekly

European Forties Service Delivers production, pipeline flows, shipments & disruption alerts Daily

Refinery Operations 24/7 monitoring of 200+ different units at 40+ refineries in the US & Europe Alerts based on significance

Energy Infrastructure  
Development Reports

Monitor and forecast when energy construction projects – ranging from  
oil storage to pipelines to rail facilities – will actually come online

Monthly

Weekly Oil Fundamentals Report A comprehensive look at the factors driving the oil market Weekly

PETROCHEMICAlS & NGls

Petrochemicals
24/7 monitoring of 19 operating units at ethylene crackers, comprising 54% 
of total U.S. capacity, as well as real-time monitoring of select NGLs pipelines

Real-time

NGLs
24/7 monitoring of key fractionating units at Mont Belvieu hub, as well as 
real-time monitoring on Y-grade, diluent and purity-product pipelines

Real-time

NATURAl GAS

NatGas RT
Up to the minute posting for 200 natgas pipelines, 900+ updates/day 
covering 48 cycles; 20,000 locations identified by facility type, meter, DRN; 
includes 4 years historical & weather overlays

Real-time

NatGas Datafeed Service Provides hands-on access via XML, CSV, TIBCO messaging Real-time and On-Demand

NatGas Analyst
Largest combined public & private natgas database delivers gas 
nominations 12 hours earlier than other sources

Real-time Web Based Interface

Regional Basis Reports
16 regional reports monitoring constraints that define pricing points across 
the lower 48 & Canada accompanied by commentary from a 10 year natural 
gas veteran incorporating pipeline maintenance & real time notices.

Daily

NatGas Production Forecast (Spring Rock)
The only gas production forecast that provides weekly updates and detailed 
production forecasts for over 50 regions in the Lower 48 & Canada

Daily, weekly

Natural Gas Liquids Real-time  
Data Service

Provides advance notice of price moves on ethane, propane, butane,  
C5+ or NGL mix (Y grade); tracks NGL pipeline flows & operational status 
of select ethlylene crackers

Every ½ - Real-time

Liquid Natural Gas (Commodity Vectors) Monitors global oceangoing LNG cargos, terminals, and routes Real-time

POWER FUEl CONSUMPTION & EMISSIONS

Coal Burn Report
Delivers accurate estimates of USA power plant burn in the preceding 
week; direct measurments of 60% of USA coal-fired capacity

Weekly, Daily

Generation Fuel Monitor Service
Delivers complete data for all fuel types (coal, gas, hydro, wind, nuclear  
& oil) months in advance of EIA data

Weekly, Daily

Emissions Report
Tracks SO2 and NOx emitted by the nation’s major utilities, increasing  
visibility in pollutants covered by the EPA’s cap-and-trade programs

Weekly

AGRICUlTURE

RIN Integrity Network™
Official partner of the National Biodiesel Board; provides independent 
validation of biodiesel RINS

24/7/365 Enterprise Solution

Our Mission
is to develop & deploy new technologies 

to increase market transparency for  

energy traders, analysts, and investors.

Founded in 2000 by energy traders frustrated 

by the lack of access to timely and accurate 

market data, Genscape spent the next 13 

years building the world’s largest proprietary 

network of in-the-field energy monitors.

We capture market fundamentals using a host 

of new technologies:  infrared, ultrasonics, 

aerial diagnostics, electro-magnetic frequency 

monitors – even near-Earth satellite imagery.

Across the commodity spectrum – in oil, gas, 

power, and agriculture – Genscape’s market 

data is second to none, a vital resource for 

traders and analysts.  

Today, we are part of DMGT’s $2.2 billion 

portfolio of market-leading information 

companies, but have remained true to our 

original mission: to increase transparency in 

opaque energy markets.

We invite you to trial any of our subscription 

products at no cost or obligation.  

“With a meticulous attention to detail, Genscape is defining the next era of analytics.” 
An Analyst In a Large Hedge Fund

For a FREE TRIAL of any Genscape product,  
please visit: genscape.com/freetrial



Power RT 
 
Real-time Power Plant Output, Status & Alerts 
Using thousands of patented in-the-field energy monitors, 
clients get a real-time view on the status of the grid and 
instantaneous notification of generation outages or 
changes via web, datafeed, and interactive maps. 

Regions covered include; PJM, Northeast (ISO-NY + ISO-NE), 
WECC, Midwest (MISO + SPP), Southeast (SERC + FRCC)  
and ERCOT. 

Used by power traders for over a decade, Power RT
provides complete visibility on the US power
market including: 

•	Real-time	power	flow	data	for	individual	facilities	and	
transmission points

•	Click-through	plant	detail	on	history,	operations	data,	
ownership, etc.

•	Custom-alerting	with	user-defined	thresholds;	custom/
new plant monitoring also available

•	Reports	by	region,	plant,	fuel	type	and	owner

•	Hear	an	audio	alert	indicating	an	event	has	happened

•	Overnight	update	emails	summarizing	significant	output	
changes and outages 

Power RT Add-ons

Frequency Events   
Real-time Alert Add-on

•	Delivers	the	industry’s	fastest	alerts	for	unplanned	
generation outages of 300 MW or greater

•	Triangulates	approximate	location	of	outages	from	 
North America network of monitors 

•	Weather	overlays	display	how	temperatures	and	 
storms impact power demand

Genscape’s Proprietary  
Power RT Platform

Power RT DataFeed

•	On-Demand datafeed – designed for clients who need 
historical data for analysis but not using the data for  
real-time trading

•	Real-time datafeed – designed for clients requiring  
real-time generation data in their trading/analysis 
systems with high level data integrity demands

Transmission RT DataFeed

•	Proprietary	monitors	track	over	1500	high	voltage	
transmission lines

PowerBuyer

•	Leveraging	proprietary	data,	Genscape’s	fundamental	
models, and a team of analysts, PowerBuyer is ideal  
for retailers, large industrial companies and utilities 
who want to pinpoint buy and sell opportunities in  
the DAM and RT markets. Exceptionally effective,  
case study available.

Power IQ

Predications & Insights that Move Power Markets 
The Power IQ suite of products covers the following
regions, PJM, MISO, NY, NEPOOL, ERCOT, CAISO, and
WECC, and active in the real-time, next day, balance of 
week, next week (PJM, MISO), balance of month, next 
month, and 60 day (WECC) markets.

Each day, Genscape’s team of 35 analysts, meteorologists, 
and technologists prepare early morning reports and 
interact extensively with clients to: 

•	Identify	new	trading	opportunities	in	the	financial
 swap, virtual, and congestion-driven markets; with
 Bal Day, Next Day, Bal-Week, Next Week (PJM, MISO) 

and 60-day reports (WECC)

•	Issue	demand	and	wind	forecasts	using	proprietary	
neural network models and our in-house 
meteorological team

•	Deliver	regional	hub	power	price	predictions,	highly	
accurate in aggregating over 55,000 pieces of 
information daily

•	Analyze	congestion	risks	for	multiple	hubs	and	zones

•	Report	fundamentals,	trading	opportunities,	and	risks	
throughout the day, with critical data delivered via IM 

The Power IQ team also provides daily briefing calls, 
customer scenario analysis, and access to historical 
data on prices, demand, generation, and line outages 
(proprietary visualization tool available).

 

Windcast IQ

Provides accurate seven-day hourly ISO-level wind 
power forecasts enchanced with critical congestion 
information and optional wind farm and nodal  
forecast granularity.

•	Ideal	for	power	traders	operating	in	regions	with	
significant wind; delivers comprehensive analysis and 
predictions of any wind farm around the world

Month Ahead Outlook

Pinpoints longer-term paths of optimum value in the  
FTR & prompt month markets.

•	By	combining	Genscape’s	proprietary	line/generation	
outages and demand/wind forecasts, the Month Ahead 
report is released 5 days prior to each monthly FTR 
auction, detailing specific constraint calls, congestion 
visualization, historical trends in DAM congestion & 
spread, as well as regression-based wind forecasts

Infrared Monitoring  
Urban & Congested Markets Add-on

•	Infrared	monitoring	expands	Genscape	coverage	to	
include pivotal plants in congested regions of New 
York, New England, PJM, Texas & California

•	Infrared	stack	report	provides	real-time	 
infrared images every 5 minutes and unit-level 
megawatt output

NEW! Transmission RT 
 
The only source of real-time high voltage power flows

•	Interactive	map	displays	congestion	and	price	
changes before they occur

•	Proprietary	monitors	track	over	1500	high	voltage	
transmission lines

•	Easy	to	customize

•	Essential	to	trading	congestion	and	nodal	 
power markets

Transmission RT is the only source of actual real-time 
power flows on over 1500 high voltage transmission  
lines and is essential to trading congestion and nodal 
power markets. 
 

POWER 

Get the Genscape Advantage See the Energy

SOURCE: Power RT Frequency Alerts providing advance notice to 
clients during recent significant weather event

SOURCE: Power IQ platform with customized analysis of demand, 
congestion, imports, prices, and generation

For a FREE TRIAL of any Genscape product,  
please visit: genscape.com/freetrial



OIL 

Get the Genscape Advantage Develop & Improve Trading Strategies with Independently Validated Market Data

Using a combination of infrared diagnostics, 
electromagnetic frequency monitors, high resolution 
aerial photography, and near-earth satellite imagery, 
Genscape has set the standard for accuracy and timeliness 
in the market for advance notice of changes in oil market 
fundamentals. 

North American Oil Storage
 
Cushing, Patoka, Basin, Midland, Edmonton, Hardisty  
& Kerrobert. 

Cushing Storage

Measured data (not estimates or surveys) delivered at 
9:00 AM EST every Monday & Thursday.  The Cushing 
Storage service is considered more accurate than EIA and 
is published ahead of the EIA release.

Clients can speak directly with analysts and have access to: 

•	Tank	by	tank	owners,	volumes,	change	rates,	histories	
since 2009

•	Intelligence	reports:	infrastructure,	construction,	
maintenance, demolition

Mid-Continent Pipeline Flows (PADD II)

Get real-time pipeline flow data via email and web. 
Frequency: Every ½ hour - real-time, daily and weekly.

•	Includes	real-time	flow,	history,	capacity,	flow	data,	 
rate change alerts & intelligence reports

Note: The Genscape PADD II Pipeline and Cushing Storage 
services are Genscape’s most popular oil services.  
 
European Oil Service
 
Please see our separate European products page later  
in this brochure for more detail.

•	The	only	report	that	measures	ARA	GasOil	and	Jet	Fuel	
storage with tank by tank detail.  Published Wednesday’s 
at 0700 GMT.

•	Real-time	tracking	of	Forties	production,	pipeline	flows,	
cargo shipments & disruption alerts. 

Refinery Operations
 
In-the-field monitors track 200+ different units at  
40+ North American and European refineries providing 
email alerts to startup, shutdowns, and disruptions.

Weekly Oil Fundamentals Report

A comprehensive look at the factors driving the  
oil market (includes historical data).

Bakken Oil Service

Proprietary pipeline monitoring measures flow 
rates on all lines leaving North Dakota production 
fields; tracks rail cargo in North Dakota, Oklahoma & 
Louisiana. Frequency: Every ½ hour - real-time, daily 
and weekly.

Petrochemicals & NGLs

See separate Petrochemicals & NGLs section. 
 

NEW! U.S. Crude Oil Production Report

Provides unique insight into crude oil production  
in USA ; examines 4 different API gravity distinctions  
for Williston-Bakken, Utica, Eagle Ford, Permian,  
and Niobrara.  

•	Includes	a	two-year	production	forecast	for	the	USA					
& historical data from January 2006 

•	Transparent	models	disclose	all	assumptions;	access	
to analyst available 

Energy Infrastructure Development Reports

Monitors and forecasts when energy construction 
projects – ranging from oil storage to pipelines to rail 
facilities – will actually come online.

“Genscape data will give 
transparency to the market.  
And information is power.” 

Stephen Schork
Editor, The Schork Report

SOURCE: Genscape oil storage, aerial thermal imaging analytics

NOTE: Measurement dates are identical, variance due to methodology differences of Genscape  
actual tank by tank measurement vs. EIA survey methodology

SOURCE: Genscape Mid-Continent Pipeline  
Infrastructure Coverage Map

“CFTC knows of no other resource with pipeline 
information as detailed as that offered by Genscape.  

 
Without the information from Genscape’s databases, CFTC’s 

economists would be forced to rely on reports and stories from 
the news media for non-detailed reports of events and opinions, 

with no visibility into specific flows, storage inventory, etc.“ 

SOURCE: The Commodity Futures
Trading Commission Solicitation 

(as presented on public website)

Genscape Monday vs EIA Wednesday Cushing Oil Storage



NATURAL GAS

Get the Genscape Advantage

NatGas Data Attributes

Genscape’s NatGas service offers public and
proprietary North American natural gas data,
delivering gas nominations up to 12 hours 
earlier than the competition. Genscape natural 
gas production Forecasts have set the standard 
for accuracy, we have the only browser-based 
analytics platform available and it runs even  
large complex queries in less than 30 seconds; 
providing computational horsepower and ease- 
of-use that’s like having a team of DBA’s at  
your fingertips. 
 
Real-time data for North America 

•	Up-to-the-minute	informational	postings	for	 
200 natural gas pipelines

•	900+	pipeline	updates	per	day	cover	up	to	 
48 cycles

•	20,000+	locations	identified	by	facility	type,	
meter, DRN

•	5	years	of	historical	scheduled,	operational,
 available, and design capacity

•	Estimated	throughput	at	critical	 
congestion points

•	Pipeline	summarized	daily	deliveries

•	Historic	weather	and	radar	maps	

NatGas Datafeed 
 
Hands-on access to the industry’s most 
comprehensive data

•	Daily	summary	files	via	XML	or	CSV

•	Continuous	real-time	delivery	of	all	 
pipeline cycles

•	TIBCO	messaging	guarantees	delivery	of	all	data
 
 
 

NatGas Analyst 

Built by analysts for analysts: comprehensive & fast.

•	Leverages	Genscape’s	proprietary	natural	gas	output
 direct from electric power plants

•	Most	comprehensive	data	set	on	the	market	today

•	Users	saved	custom	queries	can	be	accessed	as	XML	
 via the web for direct application integration 

•	Runs	complex	queries	in	30	seconds	or	less:	built	to	 
find tradable opportunities

NatGas RT

Visualize daily gas markets and quickly explore history

•	Intuitive	map	based	interface	showing	congestion,	
supply and demand

•	Quick	search	and	filtering	tools	to	display	only	the	
points you need

•	Notification	of	large	changes	from	day	to	day	 
and intraday 

NatGas Production Forecasting 
 
A dynamic economic forecast of rigs and natural gas 
production utilizing the most up-to-date available data 
and incorporating infrastructure impacts and deferred  
gas well inventory. 
 
Forecast Commentary – Every 6 weeks

•	Rig	and	production	forecast	commentary	covers	 
US and Canada 

•	Detailed	discussion	of	inputs	and	assumptions	by	region

•	Includes	Excel	data	file
 

“We spent a good amount of time 
comparing Genscape’s natural gas 
production sample to their competitors;  
it’s the best, by far.”

SOURCE:  Genscape’s Natural Gas Production 
Forecast (powered by Spring Rock)

Weekly Rig Breakout Report – Monday Morning

•	Summary	of	rig	activity

•	Compares	the	Rig	Data	source	to	Baker	Hughes	 
and Smith Bits

Weekly Price Change Report – Monday

•	Production	forecast	update

•	Based	upon	gas	and	crude	price	movements	 
over the prior week (we forecast our gas and  
oil rig counts based on regional gas prices and  
WTI, and based on regional economics) 

•	Incorporates	the	latest	oil	and	gas	rig	actualizations

•	Includes	Excel	data	file 

Weekly Pipe Flow Analysis Report – Monday

•	Pipe	flow	analysis	report	is	used	to	keep	track	of	
where real time production is actualizing versus  
our forecast

•	Updated	commentary	on	our	assumptions	and	 
general thoughts with regards to production in  
each region and how we might adjust our  
production forecast going forward 

NEW! Basis Reports – Daily

Get advance notice of price movements, daily 
commentary, real-time alerts and direct senior analyst 
access.  Sixteen distinct region reports track supply, 
demand, storage, imports & exports throughout  
North America.  

Maritime LNG Tracking Service 
 
Proprietary maritime analysis technology delivers 
real-time predictions and tracks global LNG maritime 
shipments; differentiates between vessels carrying spot 
vs. long-term cargos.  

Natural Gas Special Reports

•	On	an	as	needed	basis

•	Historical	special	reports	include	EIA	Comparison,	
Hurricane Impacts, Marcellus Shale Infrastructure  
& Wells Analysis, Gas Well Shut-in Economics,  
Use of Restricted Rates in Shales, and Quarterly 
Conference Call Notes

 

The Market Moves When Genscape Publishes Its Numbers

Genscape Basis Reports 
track supply, demand, 
storage, imports and 
exports for 16 markets 
across North America. 
Distinct regions –  
and direct access to 
experienced traders and 
natural gas market analysts 
– help deliver advance 
notice of price movements 

Producing region NatGas for Power vs CDD

North Louisiana Historical Daily Pipe Production

SOURCE: NatGas power generation estimates combine public & proprietary data.

SOURCE: Genscape’s Natural Gas Production Forecast (powered by Spring Rock)

No-notice is 8% of deliveries to retail section & improves regression accuracy by 42%

Daily Nominations with No-Notice Data Market Overview



Weekly Coal Burn Report

Genscape’s Weekly Coal Burn Report provides 
exceptionally accurate estimates of how much coal 
was burned in USA power plants in the preceding 
week, significantly faster than existing data sources. 
Genscape’s vast network of in-the-field energy monitors 
measure power plant output in real-time. 

Utilizing this proprietary real-time data, Genscape has a 
model that accurately estimates coal burn down to the 
census region on a weekly basis. It provides clear and 
up-to-the-minute guidance of market fundamentals 
and is statistically accurate to historical figures. 

•	Monitors	150	coal	plants	over	300	MW	in	capacity	–	
60% of USA coal-fired capacity

•	Delivers	the	clearest	picture	of	coal	burn	(tons)	in	the	
market today (due to our proprietary tracking)

Generation Fuel Monitor Service

Take advantage of Genscape’s thousands of in-the-field 
energy monitors to view fuel consumption at US power 
plants for all fuel types: coal, gas, hydro, wind, nuclear 
– even oil.

•	Benchmark	gas	models	with	a	higher	degree	of	
accuracy; Genscape monitors capture 63 (and growing) 
gas-fired power plants not captured in public gas 
nomination data

•	Analyze	inter-fuel	relationships	&	seasonal	trends	
months in advance of EIA data

•	View	multiple	fuel	types	in	comparable	units	(e.g.	
MMBTU for coal & gas and MWH for coal, gas, 
nuclear, renewables, and oil)

•	Visually	understand	where	and	to	what	extent	gas	is	
displacing coal or vice versa

•	Replace	weekly	EEI	electricity	demand	estimates	with	
more accurate Genscape data (available daily)

Weekly Emissions Report

Tracks SO2 and NOx emitted by the nation’s major
utilities, increasing visibility in pollutants covered by  
the EPA’s cap-and-trade programs.

•	Delivers	a	year-to-date	balance	of	emissions	versus
 SO2 & NOx allowances

•	Ranks	the	top	25	companies	by	volume	transactions,
 excluding company internal/inter-affiliate transfers

•	Rates	year-to-date	trades	by	vintage	for	SO2	and	NOx

BioDiesel
 
RIN Integrity Network™
Genscape’s RIN Integrity Network™ is the industry’s 
most robust quality assurance program (QAP) for 
RIN verification. The program aligns with the EPA’s 
QAP requirements and provides the most flexibility 
to renewable fuel producers, obligated parties,  
mid-market participants and anyone looking to  
gain trust and confidence in the RINs market.  
The RIN Integrity Network™ includes the option  
of RIN replacement. 

Genscape is the official corporate partner of  
the National Biodiesel Board (NBB) for quality 
assurance of RINs. Genscape is on a mission to 
reinvent – and restore market efficiency – in the  
U.S. biodiesel market. 

Better RIN Prices
An obligated party’s confidence in a producer and 
their QAP program is critically important to getting 
the best price for RINs. Genscape’s products and 
services are well known nationally by obligated 
parties. Additionally, strong confidence is required 
in QAP provider’s ability to meet their financial 
commitment for RIN replacement. To achieve 
this level of confidence, Genscape’s replacement 
program is backed by its multi-billion dollar parent 
corporation Daily Mail & General Trust (DMGT).

Low Impact on Producer Operations
Genscape uses monitoring techniques to gather 
information about a facility that reduces the 
producer’s burden to provide QAP documentation. 
Genscape’s monitors are configured per facility 
in a cooperative process with facility operators 
to achieve the best setup for the facility and its 
QAP. Other QAP programs require significantly 
more documentation and often require bundling 
of additional RIN services. By selecting Genscape’s 
program, clients are free to manage their RINs with 
their existing processes and to trade RINs through 
the channels they choose to maximize their returns.

Get the Genscape Advantage Proprietary Intelligence that Moves the Market

POWER FUEL 
CONSUMPTION  
& EMISSIONS

AGRICULTURE

SOURCE: Genscape RIN Integrity Network™ Dashboard

Consolidated Dashboard
Genscape highlights QAP verified producers to obligated 
parties and other RIN buyers with an online Dashboard 
that displays real-time integrity status showing the 
producer’s operation in good standing. This consolidated 
view enables current Genscape obligated party customers 
to use the RIN Integrity Network Dashboard as a 
procurement tool.

Genscape’s goal is to reestablish a liquid RINs market by 
restoring integrity to RINs, providing better fundamentals 
as foundation for market transparency and ultimately 
creating an electronic marketplace to create a path for 
more secure and efficient transactions of validated RINs.

Partners

SOURCE: Genscape vs. Energy Information  
Administration Accuracy Proof

SOURCE: Genscape Power Generation Fuel Monitor Service

Coal Burn Estimates – EIA – Genscape Model

Rolling 365-Day Fuel Burn



Get the Genscape Advantage Genscape Measures Market Fundamentals in Real Time

Petrochemicals  
& NGls eUroPe

Power
 
Power rt - europe’s leading source for real-time 
power market data provides users with an interactive 
representation of real-time power generation and 
transmission flow estimates for facilities monitored in 
the key traded power markets of Europe. The Power 
RT platform incorporates public data for a complete 
fundamental data set.

•	Real-time	monitored	and	publicly	available	power	flow	
data for individual facilities 

•	Direction	and	flow	volume	at	strategic	transmission	and	
cross-border points

•	Infrared	monitoring	with	real-time	image	playback	and	
generator operation data

•	Reports	by	country,	plant,	fuel	type	and	owner

•	Instant	event	alerts	via	interface	and	custom	e-mail	
alerts by plant with user defined thresholds

•	Full	access	to	the	data	for	complete	in	house	analysis	
and use delivered in various formats to fit individual 
company needs

•	View	time	series	graphs,	look	at	day-over-day	change	rates,	
and assess unit trips with Genscape’s quality control

  
oil

Forties real-time Data service 
real-time tracking of production, pipeline flows, cargo 
shipments and disruption alerts.

Genscape’s Forties Real-time Monitoring Service actually 
measures	Forties	production,	processing,	and	shipping	
with a vast network of patented and proprietary oil 
infrastructure monitors.

Genscape subscribers get half-hourly updates on flows 
to	the	on-shore	portion	of	the	Forties	pipeline,	tracks	
oceangoing	supplied	loaded	at	Hound	Point,	and	
measures	storage	at	Dalmeny	daily	to	get	a	complete	and	
accurate picture of oil available for export. The pipeline 
flow	data	is	calibrated	against	the	UK	Department	of	Energy	
and	Climate	Change	(DECC)	data.	It	is	highly	accurate	and	
comes from every field located in the North Sea. 

NeW! ara Weekly storage report 
Published Wednesday’s at 0700 Gmt. the only report  
that measures ara oil storage tank by tank. 

•	The	report	provides	aggregate	storage	levels	indicating	
any	noticeable	trends	(increases	or	decreases)

•	Detailed	graphs	show	where	oil	inventories	are	
accumulating and where stock is running low

•	Includes	infrastructure	expansion	plans,	construction	
progress,	and	weekly	intelligence	reports.

•	Uses	data	from	highly	calibrated	infrared	cameras	to	
measure oil levels for hundreds of fuel oil and gasoil 
tanks in the ARA region. Genscape’s proprietary 
platform allows deep examination of each of the tanks 
in	the	ICE	gasoil	contract	so	users	can	build	their	own	
trading and research strategies. 

coal
    
coal Burn report
Genscape calculates coal and lignite consumption  
at power plants in Western Europe based on direct 
observations of power plant performance.  The coal burn 
calculation is plant-specific and takes capacity utilization 
rates into account.

emissions
   
Weekly emissions report
Provides insight into the fuel mix used by the continent’s 
power sector. Based on direct observations of power 
generation,	the	Genscape	model	produces	a	weekly	
estimate of total generation by source and country. This 
data is then used to estimate total CO2 emissions by the 
power sector in each country. 

Petrochemicals 

ethylene crackers
Genscape provides customers with an early warning 
system that alerts them to operational upsets at ethylene 
crackers that can translate into a clear trading advantage 
in the feedstock and ethylene markets. We monitor 
82% of the top 15 ethylene crackers by capacity size in 
the United States and 54% of total capacity. Our service 
includes:

•	Real-time	alerts	of	operational	upsets	at	ethylene	
crackers based on observations of individual units with 
visual and infrared cameras

•	An	at-a-glance	overview	of	the	operational	status	of	
individual units at the ethylene crackers monitored  
by Genscape

•	Historical	information	on	individual	alerts,	images	 
and unit operations

NGls Pipelines
Genscape detects real-time flows on pipelines carrying 
Y-grade	NGLs,	diluent	and	purity	products	and	includes	a	
select number of these pipes as part of the petrochemicals 
service it provides to customers. Features include:

•	Real-time	alerts	of	significant	changes	to	flows	based	on	
Genscape’s proprietary flow data and knowledge of the 
historical operating profile for each pipeline

•	The	ability	to	download	flow	data	for	monitored	
pipelines	in	30-minute,	daily,	weekly	or	monthly	
increments

•	Daily	operational	view	of	individual	pipelines	that	
includes several hours of flow history

 
Natural Gas liquids (NGls)

Fractionators
Genscape alerts clients to operational upsets at natural 
gas fractionation facilities that can translate into a clear 
trading advantage in the NGLs and purity products markets. 
Genscape monitors units at five Mont Belvieu fractionators. 
We will continue to add new fractionating facilities to our 
service at as rapid a pace as possible. The service includes:

•	Real-time	alerts	of	operational	upsets	at	fractionators	 
based on observations of individual units with visual  
and infrared cameras

•	An	at-a-glance	overview	of	the	operational	status	of	
individual units at the fractionators monitored  
by Genscape

•	Historical	information	on	individual	alerts,	images	 
and unit operations

Pipeline
Genscape employs its proprietary monitoring technology 
to detect real-time flows on pipelines carrying Y-grade 
NGLs,	diluent	and	purity	products	(ethane,	propane,	
butane,	C5+).	Features	of	this	service	include:

•	Real-time	alerts	of	significant	changes	to	flows	based	on	
Genscape’s proprietary flow data and knowledge of the 
historical operating profile for each pipeline

•	The	ability	to	download	flow	data	for	monitored	
pipelines	in	30-minute,	daily,	weekly	or	monthly	
increments

•	Daily	operational	view	of	individual	pipelines	that	
includes several hours of flow history

SOURCE: Real-time 
infrared & visible 
views of cracker 
operations

SOURCE: Real-time 
pipeline flows



A Genscape Chronology: We Invented This Market

MARCH

Genscape 
is granted 
a Chinese 

Patent 
(Natural Gas 
Technology)

NOVEMBER 
Genscape is founded by  

Sterling Lapinski and  
Sean O’Leary and incorporated

AUGUST 
Genscape expands 

to Europe

OCTOBER
Genscape completes initial development of 
power line monitoring technology

20
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20
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20
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1999 20
00

2002 20
03

2004 20
05

DECEMBER 
Platts Global 

Energy Award

AUGUST 
Genscape is 

granted a US 
Patent (Power 
Technology)

NOVEMBER 
Genscape launches 

Infrared Power Plant 
monitoring service

AUGUST 
Genscape is 

granted a US 
Patent (Power 
Technology)

DECEMBER  
Genscape is 
granted an 
Australian 

Patent (Power 
Technology)

SEPTEMBER  
Matthew 
Burkley is 
appointed 

Genscape CEO

 
Ernst & Young 

Entrepreneur of 
the Year 2003 
Award Winner

MAY
Genscape is 

acquired by DMG 
Information, a 

DMGT company

JULY

GFI Ventures 
invests in 
Genscape

JULY

Genscape 
Publications 
launches Gas 
Burn Report

JULY

Genscape is granted 
a US Patent (Power 

Technology)

MARCH
Genscape is 

granted a US 
Patent (Power 
Technology)

JANUARY 

Genscape is 
granted a 

Mexican Patent 
(Natural Gas 
Technology)

JANUARY 

Genscape is 
granted a 

Japanese Patent 
(Natural Gas 
Technology)

JANUARY 

Genscape 
launches  

NatGas Analyst 
product

MAY 

Genscape 
launches 
Biodiesel 

RIN Integrity 
Network

APRIL 

Genscape 
launches ERCOT 

PowerBuyer 

JUNE 

Genscape 
is granted 
a Canadian 

Patent (Power 
Technology)

MARCH 

Genscape launches 
Forties Oil 

monitoring service

AUGUST 

Genscape launches Eagle 
Ford Infrastructure Report in 

collaboration with Digital Globe

APRIL 

Genscape acquires 
Spring Rock 

Production (a Houston 
based Natural 
Gas Production 

Forecasting firm) 

NOVEMBER 

Genscape launches 
ARA Gasoil  

Storage report

NOVEMBER 

Genscape 
is granted 

a Canadian 
Patent (Power 
Technology)

JANUARY 

Genscape 
launches 

Oil Refinery 
Monitoring 

Service

JULY 
Genscape 
launches 

Frequency 
Event Outage 

Service

MAY 
Genscape is 
granted a 
US Patent 

(Natural Gas 
Technology)

DECEMBER 
Genscape Acquires 

EnvaPower

JUNE

Genscape 
is granted 

a European 
Patent (Power 
Technology)

SEPTEMBER

Genscape launches 
real-time Oil 
Pipeline Flow 

Monitoring service

APRIL 
Genscape 
launches 
Cushing 

Oil Storage 
Service

AUGUST

Genscape is 
granted a 
US Patent 

(Power 
Technology)

AUGUST 

Genscape is 
granted a 
US Patent 

(Natural Gas 
Technology)

AUGUST

Genscape 
is  granted 

an Australian 
Patent (Natural 
Gas Technology)

SEE THE ENERGY
Genscape.com
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North American Corporate Headquarters
Genscape, Inc.
445 E. Market Street, Suite 200
Louisville, KY 40202

Main: +1 502 583 3435
Fax: +1 502 583 3464
General Inquiries:  info@genscape.com

European Corporate Headquarters
Genscape International, Inc.
Damrak 20A
1012 LH Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Main: +31 20 5244080
Fax: +31 20 5244081
General Inquiries: info-europe@genscape.com

Genscape- Boston
177 Huntington Ave., Suite 2100
Boston, MA 02115
617-790-0900

 
Genscape- Boulder
1710 29th St., Suite 2044
Boulder, CO 80301
303-974-2400

 
Genscape- Houston
54 Sugar Creek Center Blvd.
Sugar Land, TX 77478
832-886-2753

See the Energy The Market Moves When Genscape Publishes its Numbers

Genscape captures market 

fundamentals using thousands  

of patented monitors strategically 

deployed worldwide.
 

This vast proprietary network –  

over a decade in the making – delivers 

first-mover advantage to our clients.  
 

Part of DMGT’s (LSE: DMGT) $2.2 

billion portfolio of market-leading 

information companies, Genscape 

thrives on increasing transparency  

in global energy markets.

“It’s helpful in framing my commodity outlook 

and analysis; very user-friendly and the service is 

extremely responsive.” 

An Analyst Based  
In New York City

“We have been working with Genscape since 

2009 and their power monitoring data has always 

been very useful.”

Power Trader

AGRICULTURE POWER NATURAL GAS OIL
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